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The total drag of a body flying in

an atmosphereat high supersonicspeeds

can achieve large values many times ex-

ceeding it's weight. That's why the de-

terminationof the minimum drag shapes

became an importantproblem in gas dynam-

ics. Neverthelesspreviouslymade efforts

were generallydirected to finding of

optimum contours of two-dimensionaland
(1)

axisymmetricbodies . The formulation

and solutionof the variationalproblem

of the minimum drag configurationof a

threedimensionalbody have been made not

long ago.(2-1i) It's an establishedfact

that in supersonicflow the drag of a

body of noncircularcross-sectionfilling

a definitepart of a given finite volume

can be less than the drag of the corres-

ponding body of revolution.Therefore

formulationof the followingproblem of

variationscalculus is of interest:let's

find a conic body of minimum drag insert-

ed into a fixed circular cone and filling

a definite part of the cone'svolume.

A more general class of bodies can be

introduced,namely the bodies whose sur-

faces are homothetic.The exact solution

of this problem is very difficultand has

not been receivedyet. The formulation

using Newton's pressure law is considered.

This approximationreduces the problem of

finding surface of a three-dimensional

optimum body into two separateproblems:

the determinationof the optimum longitud-

inal contour and of the determinationof

the optimum transversalcontour.Newtonian

approximationgives optimum longitudinal

contour for a slenderbody in the form of

3/4 power law. Variationalproblem for

the transversalcontour is formulated

alongsidewith an isoperimetricconstraint

and a fixed referencewidth. The latter is

essentialfor a correctformulation.

It is being proved that the problem

has no continuoussolutionand the extrem-

al arc consists of subarcs symmetricwith

respect to the ray passing through a cor-

ner point. A completeextremal contour is

constructedby repeating"n" times similar

cycles of two symmetricsubarcs.As a

result the transversalcontour aquires a

starlike configurationwith pronounced

rays (Fig. 1).

Figure 1.



It is shown that there exists a

countablemultitudeof extremalarcs

satisfyingall conditionsof the variat-

ionalproblem. The equationof extremal

arcs for some limitingcases is presented

in explicitforu which enablesto calcul-

ate the transversalcontourand aerodynam-

ic characteristicsrather easily.

?igure 2.

The drag of an optimumbody is of

considerableinterest (Fig.2).Calculati-

ons show that with the number of rays

n = 10 the dreg of the optimum starlike

body is 10 times less than the drag of

the equivalentoptimumbody of revolution.

Furthermore,with the growth of number of

cycles the pressure drag of the optimum

body becomes smaller and vanisheswhile

-4-4,•0 This paradox is explainedby

the fact that Yeviton'smodel cannot be

applied in the vicinity of cavities,

where a complicatedflow with internal

shock waves oriCinates.

The solutiondiscussedabove proved

to exist only in a certainregion of

iitial parameters;outsideof it there


exists a second class of solutions(the

boundary extremum)in which the trans-

versal contour consistsof circulararcs

and "star's"rays (Fig. 3).

Figure 3.

In the limitingcase ray's amplitude

is reduced to zero and the drag coeffici-

ent tends to become equal to that of the

equivalentbody of revolution.Later the

thicknessconstraintis taken off and the

optimum shape in the class of arbitrary

conic bodies is found. The solutionof

the extremalproblem gives results simil-

ar to those for a slenderbody. In parti-

cular the transversalcontour again has

a starlike shape and the drag is reduced

even more than in case of a slenderbody.

Starlike shapes can find importantap-

plications if they are shown to have

smaller total drag alongsidewith large

pressure drag reduction.However calcul-

ations show that the found bodies have

noticibly larger surface area aP compared

with equivalentbodies of revolution.

Therefore frictionforces may consider-
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ably enlarge the total drag and their

influenceshould be taken into consider-

ation while choosing the optimum shape.

The variationalproblem of the opti-

mum body shape with frictionforces has

been solved in works by A.Miele(1) and

the author(5?

It is assumed that the local friction

drag coefficientis constantupon the

body's surface and equal to the mean

friction drag coefficientupon a plate

at the same flow conditions.The other

assumptionsare the same as in the pro-

blem of configurationof the minimum

pressure drag body. 21sa result it is

found out that the transversalcontour

is constructedof scparatesmooth arcs

filling a certain angle and has a star-

like shue. The conditionsof the problem

are satisfiedby a countablehAlltitudeof

solutionswith differentnumber of rays

n • Some initial values correspondto the

boundary extremum.Then the cross-section

is constructedof "star's"rays and cir-

cular arcs. In the limitingcase the

cross-sectiondegeneratesinto a circle.

An approximateequationfor a trans-

versal contour arc is found with a help

of assymptoticrelationships.A calcul-

ation is made showing that the "star's"

rays are slightly concave (nearly

straight).

The total drag calculatedat usual

for applicationsvalues of the friction

coefficient(2
-310) allows to conclude

that a bod7 of a starlike shape has con-




siderablylesser drag as comparedwith an

equivalentbody of revolution.

The above three-dimensionalconfigu-

rations have given a direct impulse to

improvementof the theory.It was clear

that in cavitiesNewtonian shock layer

model cannot be applied.In this connec-

tion a scheme has been developedwhich

took into considerationthe secondaryim-

pacts and led to appearanceof concent-

rated forces along the line of inter-

section of surfaces.(6)

The followingh:ipotheseshave been

put in the foundationof the calculationl

first, it is assumed that on each surface

there exists a regular shock layer with

a known distributionof flow field along

the normal; secondly,the secondaryim-

pacts occur in an infinitelythin layer

according to the scheme of absolutely

nonelastic impact.

These assumptionsallow to calculate

the value of the impulsewhich is lost in

the process of secondaryimpact and to

determine the concentratedforces distri-

buted along the intersectionline (Fig.4).

Figure 4.
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The results receivedare applied to

calculationof dreg of a steppedcone

which is compared with appropriatevalues

of numerical solution.The comparison

showed an excelent agreementof the data

with the exact values and allowed to for-

mulate a simple similarityrule. It is

stated that disregard of the concentrated

forces enlarges the divergencewith res-

pect to the exact data by 2W.

The influenceof concentratedforces

upon drag of starlikebodies is being

studied.The drag is shown to become

smaller and tending to a finite value as

number of rays increaseswith fixed

volume and diameter of the encircling

ring. The paradox statedfor starlike

bodies in usual Mewtoniantheoryvanishes

as concentratedforces are introduced.

However the drag of "the star" in this

case is also some times less then the

drag of the equivalentbody of revolution.

Specific exact solutionsof problems

of supersonicflow about bodies account-

ing for originationof shock waves of

finite strengthare of great interest in

gas dynamics.Not long ago only two exact

solutionswere known, namely,flow about

a wedge, and axisymmetricflow about a

cone. G.I. Maikapar and Nonweilerin 1959

constructeda new class of exact solu-

tions of the problem of supersonicflow

about conic bodies the bow shock of which

presents a surface of a straightpyramid

with a regular polygon in base.

As far as the conclusionsof drag re-

duction in case of starlikebodies are

based upon the use of Newton's scheme it

is necessary to find out whether the

said drag reductionis actual or it is a

result of growth of mistake while calcul-

ating the drag. The answer could be given

by comparisonwith the exact solution.

However the only aforementionedsolution

for three-dimensionalbodies is limited

by applicationto bodies whose configura-

tion is far from optimum.Therefore con-

struction of an exact solutionfor three-

dimensionalstarlikebodies similar to

those studied in Chapter 2 is of inter-

est. Such solutionsfor two classes of

three-dimensionalflows are constructed

in papers(?-9) These are of interest

themselvesand make it possible to study

flow about some classes of starlike

bodies and V-shapedwings.

Solution for the first class of flows

is constructedas follows.The number of

"star's" rays in the cross-sectionis

being chosen and inclinationof a rib to

the flow directionis fixed (Fig.5.).

Figure 5.
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The strength of the planar shock

attached to the rib is selected. This

strengthdefines angle of the body's

cross—sectionat the end of the ray.

Shocks originatingon two neighbouring

ribs intersectregularly and reach the

beams' surface.If the transversalcontour

has at this station an appropriatebreak

then further reflectiondoes not occur.

The solutionof the inverseproblem

exists only for certain values of geomet—

ric parametersand Mach number. An ap—

propriateregion of solutionexistenceis

found for every Mach number.This region

is used for calculationof body's geometry

and active forces. It is shown that the

constructedstarlike bodies (Fig.6.) can

have drag Eguchless then drag of a circu—

lar cone of the same width and length.

Figure 6.

For a number of bodies togetherwith

the exact pressure drag calculationthe

calculationwith Newton's pressure law


received in previous chaptersfor star=

like bodies agree with the exact solution

qualitativelyas well as quantitatively.

Analyticalform of the exact solution

allows to find rather easily the limiting

flow at M and ae-- 1. It is

shown that in case of a V—shaped wing the

assymptoticexact solutionleads to ap—

pearance of a concentratedforce coincid—

ing as to it's value with the force re—

ceived afore. This result confirms the

correctnessof the calculationmade on

the base of secondaryimpacts and one may

expect that considerationof concentrated

forces will give a real estimationof the

forces produced by a flow.

Theoreticalresults of the study of

flow about starlikebodies can't be con—

sidered final for absence of agreement

between the real flow and the flow pat—

tern given by the theory is possible.

Remembering that the large drag reduction

is explainedby appearanceof a system of

weak shocks nearby a starlikebody instead

of a strong axisymmetricwave originated

near a body of revolutionone can assume

that because of the boundary layer and a

number of other reasons there appears in

the vicinity of a starlikebody either a

detached from the ribs axisymmetricwave

or a system of attached shocks forming a

regular pyramid. However in both cases

the effect of large drag reductionwon't

take place. Therefore the actual character

of the flow can be received only after a

was made. The comparisonshowed that the detailed experimentalstudy of the flow

mistake is about 18-20%.Thus the results field and measurementof acting forces.
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The experimentswere made in wind

-tunnels (1013) at Mach number

M = 4, 6, 8. In the first group of ex-

periments the flow about six models of

starlikebodies with number of rays

n = 6, 10, 15 at M = 4 has been studied

(Fig. 7).

Figure 7.

It was assumed that the shock wave

will be attached along body's ribs (this

fact was proved experimentally)and the

flow field can be studiedon a model

which presents one elementconsistingof

a pair of semipetals.On the first stage

two purposes were pursued: to define by

optical methods the flow structure bet-

ween the rays (judgingby the wake behind

the model) and pressuredistributionon

model's surface.

Figure 7a.

The analysisof the picturesof the

flow and the schemesof the shocksmade

it possible to concludethat the flow

similar to the calculatedis realized and

regular intersectiontakes place to which

a system of weak reflectedshocks gener-

ated by stochasticdeflectionsfrom the

calculatedregime,by errors in the pro-

cess of models constructionetc. is added

(Fig.8).

Figure 8

The study of pressure distribution

made on three drainedmodels (n =6,10,15)

showed a good agreementof experimental



data with exact theory calculations (Fig. 10) at Mach nurber M = 6,8 and

(Fig.9). angles of attack — 2°4-3° (Fig. 10).
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Figure 9.

The pressure distributiondata were

used to calculate the pressuredrag coef—

ficient of the tested bodies and compari—

son with the theory was made. It is con—

firmed experimentallythat in cases pre—

dicted by the theory a manifoldreduction

of pressure drag is realized.

:igure 10.

The total drag measurementswere made

on models of a starlikebody with the ray

number n = 10 and of an equivalent cir—

cular cone with apex semiangle17030'

The measurementsshowed (Fig.11)

that the total drag of a starlikebody is

reduced more than twice as compared with

the equivalentcircularcone.
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